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by Jim Distasio

“Stamp your passport and put it in
your pocket.”
A favorite adage of Milton Katselas,
those words hit home for Sofia Milos,
who studied under the famed acting
coach at the Beverly Hills Playhouse early
in her career. Katselas — who counts
Michelle Pfeiffer, George Clooney and
Alec Baldwin among his former students
— wasn’t necessarily advocating a lifetime of international travel, though Milos
— who was born in Switzerland to an Italian father and a Greek mother — certainly
has done her fair share.
Rather, he was readying his students
for a lifetime of learning.
“‘Stamp your passport and put it in
your pocket’ means every time you work
or study, put some of it away because it
will become handy in the future,” Milos
says. “It also means have it handy, be prepared.”
To that end, she has studied for the
last three years with Ivana Chubbuck, another top acting coach who helped Halley
Berry and Charlize Theron gear up for
their Oscar-winning roles. “Ivana has
been very influential in the roles I’ve chosen and has helped bring my acting to a
whole new level, and I’m so grateful to
her.”
For the past 20 years, Milos has been
stamping her proverbial passport in memorable acting jobs on the stage and screen,
bounding with gusto from regular gigs on
megahit shows such as “CSI: Miami,”
where she played Det. Yelina Salas; to
memorable one-offs on shows as diverse
as “Curb Your Enthusiasm,” “The Sopranos,” “ER” and “Criminal Minds: Beyond
Borders.”
Armed with high-wattage strength
and femininity that flows from her
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Mediterranean heritage, Milos’ success has
been fueled by her ability to deliver livedin, dynamic performances, often in the
span of a single hour-long episode of a

▲ SOFIA MILOS
The daughter of an Italian father and
Greek mother, she has carved a niche
for herself in American television by
preparing tirelessly and pouring herself
heart-and-soul into every part.

long-running television series.
“You have to bring it and you have to
be prepared,” Milos says of coming aboard
a show as a guest star. “You have to trust
your talent and trust your choices. Go for it
110 percent and not 100 percent.”
Milos is poised to leave her distinct
mark on yet another TV series, though this
one is in its infancy. Milos will play a powerful defense attorney on the March 29
episode of NBC’s “Chicago Justice,” the
fourth spin-off of the highly successful,
Dick Wolf-produced police, fire and medical TV shows set in the Windy City.
The episode, directed by “ER” star
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Eriq La Salle, finds Milos defending a businessman played by Italian-American character actor Michael Rispoli (“While You
Were Sleeping”). Milos, who didn’t have to
audition for the role, found herself flying
from her home in Los Angeles to the
Chicago-based set less than 48-hours after
landing the gig.
Unlike movies, which take months to
film, network TV episodes are shot in
roughly eight days. Well-versed in quickly
building a character with minimal prep
time, Milos threw herself wholeheartedly
into the role, which was unlike any on her
resume thus far.
“I had done 10 years of procedurals of
women with guns. I had that down pretty
good,” she says. “This is different. The dialogue is different. It was a crash course in
legal lingo. I came out of it with a newfound respect for attorneys.”
Moreover, it’s one of the rare occasions
Milos gets to play a non-ethnic role. The
actress, who speaks seven languages including English, Italian, French and German, was able to showcase her nimble
American accent for the part.
“I finally get to play someone named
Mary Wilson, and not a character named
Salas or Maria,” she jokes. “I’ve made a
great living off of it, but I’m also American
Continues on page 24 …
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… continued from page 23 …
and that’s what America is. You want to
have the flexibility to be considered for
other characters.”
Milos is the proud child of an immigrant family. Her mother, Angeliki, hailed
from Kalamata, Greece, and her father,
Michele, from Potenza, Italy. Sofia’s older
brother, Pio, was born in Potenza and
Sofia was born after the family moved to
Switzerland. When Sofia began studying
business and economics Zurich, her parents moved to Rome, remaining happily
married until Michele’s death in 2005. Angeliki still lives in Rome.
Milos started modeling while in
school, taking jobs in Zurich and Milan.
At 19, she followed her modeling muse to
New York City, where her career took off.
“I loved the freedom to express myself
without so much suppression as you
would encounter as a woman at the time
in Italy,” she says. “It’s not easy when you
leave everything behind and come to the
States. It’s a lot to confront, but I had the
appetite, curiosity and desire to go on this
exciting adventure.”
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Soon, she was jetting off to Tokyo,
Milan, Munich and Paris; working with
legendary photographers like Patrick Demarchelier, Fabrizio Ferri and Javier Vallhonrat; and appearing on the cover of
Vogue.
Setting her sights on acting, she moved
to Los Angeles and spent 10 years at the
Beverly Hills Playhouse, building a foundation for her new career while drawing
inspiration from her current one. It proved
professionally useful right out of the gate
during her first regular gig as a sultry Italian model on the comedy series “Café
Americain,” starring fellow Italian American Valerie Bertinelli.
In addition to her recent work on
“Chicago Justice” and “Criminal Minds:
Beyond Borders,” Milos has a thriller coming out this spring, “The Stranger Inside.”
She’s also working with writer/filmmaker
James Dalessandro on bringing the mystery
novels of author Camille Minichino to television. As with so much of her work, she
remains committed to drawing on her past
and her heritage to shepherd her career for-

ward.
“I’m definitely Mediterranean,” she
says. “I love cooking. I love the values that
were instilled in me by my parents. It drives
me, teaches me, guides me. Moreover, it
keeps me close to my family.”
While her biological family lives
abroad, the actress has built a network of
friends and loved ones from all ethnicities
in the great melting pot of Los Angeles that
has sustained and supported her all these
years.
“My friends here are my family, and I’m
very grateful for that,” Milos says.
Milos says her career is fueled not only
by her passions and ambitions, but also by
the support and encouragement of her fans,
many of whom seek her out via Twitter
(@MilosSofia) and Instagram (SofiaMilos_official): media that afford a level of interaction that were impossible when her career
began.
“I appreciate all the love and support I
get daily from my fans,” Milos says. “It
makes me want to be better, and gives me an
important reason to do what I love to do.”
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Goddess

by Jim Distasio

“Stamp your passport and put it in
your pocket.”
A favorite adage of Milton Katselas,
those words hit home for Sofia Milos,
who studied under the famed acting
coach at the Beverly Hills Playhouse early
in her career. Katselas — who counts
Michelle Pfeiffer, George Clooney and
Alec Baldwin among his former students
— wasn’t necessarily advocating a lifetime of international travel, though Milos
— who was born in Switzerland to an Italian father and a Greek mother — certainly
has done her fair share.
Rather, he was readying his students
for a lifetime of learning.
“‘Stamp your passport and put it in
your pocket’ means every time you work
or study, put some of it away because it
will become handy in the future,” Milos
says. “It also means have it handy, be prepared.”
To that end, she has studied for the
last three years with Ivana Chubbuck, another top acting coach who helped Halley
Berry and Charlize Theron gear up for
their Oscar-winning roles. “Ivana has
been very influential in the roles I’ve chosen and has helped bring my acting to a
whole new level, and I’m so grateful to
her.”
For the past 20 years, Milos has been
stamping her proverbial passport in memorable acting jobs on the stage and screen,
bounding with gusto from regular gigs on
megahit shows such as “CSI: Miami,”
where she played Det. Yelina Salas; to
memorable one-offs on shows as diverse
as “Curb Your Enthusiasm,” “The Sopranos,” “ER” and “Criminal Minds: Beyond
Borders.”
Armed with high-wattage strength
and femininity that flows from her
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Mediterranean heritage, Milos’ success has
been fueled by her ability to deliver livedin, dynamic performances, often in the
span of a single hour-long episode of a
long-running television series.

▲ SOFIA MILOS
The daughter of an Italian father and
Greek mother, she has carved a niche
for herself in American television by
preparing tirelessly and pouring herself
heart-and-soul into every part.

“You have to bring it and you have to
be prepared,” Milos says of coming aboard
a show as a guest star. “You have to trust
your talent and trust your choices. Go for it
110 percent and not 100 percent.”
Milos is poised to leave her distinct
mark on yet another TV series, though this
one is in its infancy. Milos will play a powerful defense attorney on the March 29
episode of NBC’s “Chicago Justice,” the
fourth spin-off of the highly successful,
Dick Wolf-produced police, fire and med-
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ical TV shows set in the Windy City.
The episode, directed by “ER” star
Eriq La Salle, finds Milos defending a businessman played by Italian-American character actor Michael Rispoli (“While You
Were Sleeping”). Milos, who didn’t have to
audition for the role, found herself flying
from her home in Los Angeles to the
Chicago-based set less than 48-hours after
landing the gig.
Unlike movies, which take months to
film, network TV episodes are shot in
roughly eight days. Well-versed in quickly
building a character with minimal prep
time, Milos threw herself wholeheartedly
into the role, which was unlike any on her
resume thus far.
“I had done 10 years of procedurals of
women with guns. I had that down pretty
good,” she says. “This is different. The dialogue is different. It was a crash course in
legal lingo. I came out of it with a newfound respect for attorneys.”
Moreover, it’s one of the rare occasions
Milos gets to play a non-ethnic role. The
actress, who speaks seven languages including English, Italian, French and German, was able to showcase her nimble
American accent for the part.
“I finally get to play someone named
Mary Wilson, and not a character named
Continues on page 16 …
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… continued from page 15 …
Salas or Maria,” she jokes. “I’ve made a
great living off of it, but I’m also American
and that’s what America is. You want to
have the flexibility to be considered for
other characters.”
Milos is the proud child of an immigrant family. Her mother, Angeliki, hailed
from Kalamata, Greece, and her father,
Michele, from Potenza, Italy. Sofia’s older
brother, Pio, was born in Potenza and
Sofia was born after the family moved to
Switzerland. When Sofia began studying
business and economics Zurich, her parents moved to Rome, remaining happily
married until Michele’s death in 2005. Angeliki still lives in Rome.
Milos started modeling while in
school, taking jobs in Zurich and Milan.
At 19, she followed her modeling muse to
New York City, where her career took off.
“I loved the freedom to express myself
without so much suppression as you
would encounter as a woman at the time
in Italy,” she says. “It’s not easy when you
leave everything behind and come to the
States. It’s a lot to confront, but I had the
appetite, curiosity and desire to go on this
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exciting adventure.”
Soon, she was jetting off to Tokyo,
Milan, Munich and Paris; working with
legendary photographers like Patrick Demarchelier, Fabrizio Ferri and Javier
Vallhonrat; and appearing on the cover
of Vogue.
Setting her sights on acting, she
moved to Los Angeles and spent 10 years
at the Beverly Hills Playhouse, building
a foundation for her new career while
drawing inspiration from her current
one. It proved professionally useful right
out of the gate during her first regular gig
as a sultry Italian model on the comedy
series “Café Americain,” starring fellow
Italian American Valerie Bertinelli.
In addition to her recent work on
“Chicago Justice” and “Criminal Minds:
Beyond Borders,” Milos has a thriller
coming out this spring, “The Stranger Inside.” She’s also working with
writer/filmmaker James Dalessandro on
bringing the mystery novels of author
Camille Minichino to television. As with
so much of her work, she remains committed to drawing on her past and her
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heritage to shepherd her career forward.
“I’m definitely Mediterranean,” she
says. “I love cooking. I love the values that
were instilled in me by my parents. It
drives me, teaches me, guides me. Moreover, it keeps me close to my family.”
While her biological family lives
abroad, the actress has built a network of
friends and loved ones from all ethnicities
in the great melting pot of Los Angeles that
has sustained and supported her all these
years.
“My friends here are my family, and
I’m very grateful for that,” Milos says.
Milos says her career is fueled not only
by her passions and ambitions, but also by
the support and encouragement of her fans,
many of whom seek her out via Twitter
(@MilosSofia) and Instagram
(SofiaMilos_official): media that afford a
level of interaction that were impossible
when her career began.
“I appreciate all the love and support I
get daily from my fans,” Milos says. “It
makes me want to be better, and gives me
an important reason to do what I love to
do.”
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